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EMMANUEL MACRON & MARINE LE PEN ARE LEADING 1st ROUND OF ELECTION
2022
WINNERS E.MACRON 27,8% & M.LE PEN 23,3 %

Paris, Washington DC, 10.04.2022, 18:08 Time

USPA NEWS - Emmanuel Macron ("En Marche" LREM) won the 1st round of the 2022 presidential election, from the 1st round vote
that took place today April 10, 2022, with 27.6% followed by Marine Le Pen (Far Right "National Rally" RN) which ranks second with
23.3%, and Jean Luc Melenchon, in third position with 22.2% (Far Left, "La France Insoumise", LFI). (Source: Ipsos-Sopra-Steria,
Visactu).nEmmanuel Macron ("En Marche" LREM) won the 1st round of the 2022 presidential election, from the 1st round vote that
took place today April 10, 2022, with 27.6% followed by Marine Le Pen (Far Right "National Rally" RN) which ranks second with
23.3%, and Jean Luc Mélenchon, in third position with 22.2% (Far Left, "La France Insoumise", LFI). (Source: Ipsos-Sopra-Steria,
Visactu)
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Luc Melenchon, in third position with 22.2% (Far Left, "La France Insoumise", LFI). (Source: Ipsos-Sopra-Steria, Visactu).nEmmanuel
Macron ("En Marche" LREM) won the 1st round of the 2022 presidential election, from the 1st round vote that took place today April
10, 2022, with 27.6% followed by Marine Le Pen (Far Right "National Rally" RN) which ranks second with 23.3%, and Jean Luc
Melenchon, in third position with 22.2% (Far Left, "La France Insoumise", LFI). (Source: Ipsos-Sopra-Steria, Visactu) For comparison,
during the first round of the last presidential election of 2017, Emmanuel Macron had won 65.9% of the vote, against Marine Le Pen
(33.9%), in the second round. The abstention rate is historically high with 26.31% of voters who did not vote today. Immediately after
the unveiling of the official results at 8:00 p.m. in mainland France, non qualified the candidates non qualifies, announced their voting
support for the two winners. Given these results, the second round with a dual facing Emmanuel Macron to Marie Le Pen, will be very
tight, because the future votes, immediately more and less with certainty. The third man, Jean Luc Melenchon (LFI, Far Left) who
collected 21%, became the "sexiest" candidate to seduce with a score, historically high, who took advantage of the fracture of the
French Right and Left, above all, who are all with scores below 5% and whose candidates do not will not be able to have their
campaign expenses reimbursed by the State. Jean Luc Melenchon, on the far left, has a very strong reservoir of lanes and has called
for giving no lane to Marine Le Pen, in the name of a « Impeaching the far right", without however calling his electorate to vote for
Emmanuel Macron.

Yves Jadot who scored 4,5 % (Ecologist) and Valerie Pecresse (LR, Right, Republican) who scored only 4,7% , Fabien Roussel (NPA
Communist) with 2,3% and the last and poor score of Anne Hidalgo (1,8% Socialist Party), called for voting Emmanuel Macron at
second round. It was Anne Hidalgo who was the first to offer her votes to Emmanuel Macron, but with one of the lowest scores "I call
on you with seriousness to vote against the far right of Marine Le Pen using the ballot of Emmanuel Macron's vote", she declared from
her campaign headquarters.
On the other side, Marine Le Pen, gained a supporting call for voting her, by Eric Zemmour (Far Right « Reconquete ») and Nicolas
Dupond Aignan (Sovereignist ) 2,1%.
Valerie Pecresse the Republican, also calls to vote Emmanuel Macron, while his vice prized camping, Eric Ciotti, explains on the TV
set, that he does not call anyone to vote because "The voters are big enough and wise" and that he will not vote for Emmanuel Macron.

Article online:
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